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Abstract— In this paper, we present an extension to the
existing PODEM algorithm to include the ability to generate
test patterns for majority and minority networks, specifically
targeting quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA), but that is
directly applicable to other emergent nanotechnologies such
as single electron tunneling (SET) and tunneling phase logic
(TPL). A dynamic probability-based controllability technique
was developed and used as a guide to make more intelligent
decisions on which lines to justify during the automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG) process. Lastly, a genetic algorithm
was used to fill-in the unspecified values in the test patterns
produced by the ATPG in order to achieve compaction on the
final test set size. The modified PODEM algorithm was tested on a
set of MCNC benchmark circuits when using both fixed polarized
cells and external inputs to implement the AND and OR gates.
Test set sizes were much smaller when implementing the AND/OR
gates using fixed polarized cells, however, the computational times
for the latter method were generally shorter.

Index Terms— QCA, SET, TPL, ATPG, Testing, Modelling,
SSF

I. INTRODUCTION

THE availability of nano fabrication processes and the
demand for smaller, more power efficient technology

has led to the research and development of a wide-range of
novel computing paradigms at the nanoscale. Many of these
emergent technologies such as quantum cellular automata
(QCA), single electron tunneling (SET), and tunnel phase logic
(TPL) are capable of implementing majority and minority
logic [1]–[7]. As a result of this, it is important to be able
to effectively model and test for the various faults in these
majority/minority based logic circuits - particularly in light
of the fact that these nano circuits will be difficult to realize
without defects. Amongst the numerous potential faults likely
to occur in such circuits, single stuck-at faults (SSF) can be
used to represent a large portion (80-85%) of the general
faults in these systems [8]. In the SSF model, a line in a
circuit is assumed to be permanently stuck-at-1 (SA1) or
stuck-at-0 (SA0). Several algorithms to automatically generate
test patterns for SSFs in CMOS circuits have already been
proposed [9]–[11], however, it remains to be seen whether
or not the conventional CMOS test flow can accommodate
the testing of nanotechnologies. To this effect, we present an
extension to the PODEM algorithm such that majority and
minority gates are included within its scope. Specifically, since
the generation of test vectors does not differ for majority or
minority logic, this work will simply focus on the testing of
QCA circuits which use the 3-input majority gate as its basic
logic element.
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Since its initial proposal, testing and design for test of QCA
circuits has generated considerable interest. Most notably,
Gupta et al. have developed a comprehensive test generation
methodology using Boolean satisfiability (SAT) to cover both
SSFs and bridging faults in QCA circuits and have tested
their automatic test pattern generator (ATPG) on a set of
MCNC benchmark circuits [12]. Tahoori et al. have inves-
tigated test set generation for fanout-free AND/OR circuits in
QCA and have suggested test-friendly design architectures that
help minimize the number of test vectors required for those
majority gate based designs [13]–[15]. The authors, however,
do not discuss the implementation of an ATPG to detect any of
the functional faults described in their work. More recently,
a new strategy for exhaustive SSF testing of combinational
QCA logic is presented in [16]. Here, the authors are able
to exhaustively test for all SSFs in an AND/OR QCA circuit
using only 2 test vectors by adding 2n additional majority
gates (n = primary inputs). Given the high area overhead of
this design-for-test methodology, it is best suited for circuits
with a small number of primary inputs (PI) and not particularly
applicable for the benchmark circuits considered in this work.
Lastly, a pseudo-random pattern generator (PRPG) has been
used to study the effects of N-detectability of QCA circuits
in [17]. The results in their work have shown that this
conventional test technique for CMOS designs can also be
effective in QCA based designs as well. However, this method
requires a much larger number of test patterns to achieve the
same fault coverage obtained in both this work and in [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we present background material on the fundamental concepts
of QCA. The implementation details of our PODEM algorithm
is discussed in Section III with experimental results provided
in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

QCA is a computing paradigm which utilizes the electro-
static coupling between electronic configurations in neighbor-
ing cells to perform information processing. A QCA cell,
shown in Fig. 1, contains four quantum dots and two mo-
bile electrons which can tunnel from one quantum dot to
another [18]. The different polarizations of the QCA cell are
also shown in Fig. 1. Here, the bounding box around the cell
is used only to distinguish one cell from another and has no
physical analogue. The NULL state is a superposition of the
two ACTIVE states and does not represent a binary value.

A. QCA Building Blocks
The fundamental logic primitive that can be realized in QCA

is the majority gate as shown in Fig. 2. The truth table for
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Fig. 1. Three QCA cells with different polarizations are shown. Each cell
carries two extra electrons which tend to occupy the diagonals of the cell
when in one of the two ACTIVE states.

the majority gate is shown in Table I. The output cell of the
majority gate assumes the value of the majority of the input
cells.
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Fig. 2. QCA majority gate. The output of the majority gate reflects the
majority of the inputs.

A B C M(A, B, C)
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

TABLE I
TRUTH TABLE FOR MAJORITY GATE.

In QCA, a 2-input AND or OR gate can be created by
simply fixing the polarization of one of the three majority gate
inputs to a logic “0” or a logic “1”, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Fixing one of the inputs of a majority gate to P=-1 creates an AND
gate. Similarly, fixing one of the inputs to P=1 creates an OR gate.

Lastly, an interconnect and an inverter can also be imple-
mented in QCA as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. A QCA (a) binary wire and (b) inverter.

Collectively, the majority gate along with the inverter pro-
vide a universally complete computing logic set (i.e., a set of
Boolean logic gates that can perform the AND, OR, and NOT
operations).

B. Test Generation Basics

In deterministic ATPG algorithms, there are two main tasks.
The first is to excite the target fault, and the second is to propa-
gate this fault effect to a primary output (PO) [19]. Since both
the fault-free and faulty logic values are needed, composite
logic values are used. For each signal in a circuit, the values
v/vf are used where v represents the fault-free value and
vf represents the value corresponding to the faulty circuit. In
the 5-value algebra proposed in [10], values 0, 1, X,D, D̄ are
considered where 0, 1 and X are conventional values used to
represent true, false and “don’t care”, and D and D̄ represent
the composite logic values 1/0 and 0/1, respectively. This 5-
value algebra is used in the PODEM algorithm and will be
discussed in further detail in Section III. In general, an ATPG
will attempt to propagate the fault-effect (D or D̄) to a PO
by recursively justifying all necessary signal lines. During this
process, the ATPG will have to make decisions. If any of these
decisions causes a conflict on a given signal line, the ATPG
must reverse a previous decision. The reversal of a decision
is called a backtrack.

Since all QCA circuits are implemented using a network
of majority gates and inverters, it is useful to consider the
unique testing features provided by these networks that cannot
be achieved in standard CMOS circuits.

Consider a majority gate with input lines A, B, and C and
an output Y such that Y = AB + AC + BC.

Property 1. Let a 3-input majority gate, G, have inputs a, b,
and c (for input lines A, B and C, respectively) and an output,
y. If a stuck-at-v fault on any line is detected by input pattern
abc, then the stuck-at-v

′
fault on that line is detectable by

the input pattern a
′
b
′
c
′

(where x
′

is the complement of input
x) [13].

This property is particularly useful because for any circuit
that is composed exclusively of majority gates and inverters,
Property 1 suggests that a maximum of 2n−1 test vectors are
required, where n represents the number of primary inputs.
Indeed we can assume all our circuits are entirely composed
of majority gates and inverters. As mentioned in Section II,
if a circuit contains AND/OR gates, these are themselves
generated with majority gates for which one of the inputs
is fixed. It is worth noting that these fixed cells can be
implemented by either fixing the polarization of a QCA cell
such it never changes its configuration, or as suggested by
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Tahoori et al. in [13], by using control lines which can be seen
as extra input lines during testing time. Considering only the
size of the final test set, it may be more desirable to implement
the fixed cells using the former method as it would not be
necessary to test the fixed cells for stuck-at-v faults, where
v is the logic value associated with the fixed cell. However,
computationally, the latter method is more desirable since,
according to Property 1, for a line s, it is only necessary to
generate a test pattern to detect a stuck-at-v fault since the
test pattern to detect the stuck-at-v

′
fault can be generated

by simply complementing all the bits from the original test
pattern. This will be investigated in more detail in Section IV.

III. PODEM FOR QCA CIRCUITS

In this section, we discuss the procedure for generating a
minimal test set to cover all SSFs in majority circuits.

A. Basic Definitions
For convenience, we will only consider non-redundant

majority and inverter networks.

Definition 1 A network W is considered redundant if
it contains a fault that is undetectable. Otherwise it is
non-redundant [20].

To test any input line in a non-redundant network, we
need to sensitize the input by placing its gate on threshold,
and toggling the input such that a change can be observed at
the output.

Definition 2 A gate input i is considered to be sensitive if
toggling the input toggles the output.

Definition 3 A gate G is considered to be on threshold
with respect to one of its inputs i, if the other two gate inputs
are made logically opposite to one another.

Fig. 5 shows an example of a 3-input majority gate
that has been placed on threshold with respect to input line
A. Notice that the order of the inputs does not matter when
placing a gate on threshold, i.e., M(A,1,0) = M(A,0,1) = A.
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Fig. 5. An example of a majority gate being placed on threshold with respect
to input A. The order of the inputs does not matter when placing a gate on
threshold.

While the majority gate in Fig. 5 remains fault-free and
in threshold, toggling input line A will result in a toggle at

the output. If input A is stuck-at-1(0), then the output will
also be stuck-at-1(0), and the stuck-at fault will be detected.
Therefore, if every line in a majority network can be sensitized
and toggled, this would be sufficient enough to test for all SSFs
in the network.

B. Fault Collapsing

The reduction of an entire test set by removing equivalent
faults is referred to as fault collapsing. Fault collapsing helps
to reduce test generation time and provides more compact
test set sizes. For majority circuits, we can make use of the
fault equivalencies that exist between the outputs and the
inputs of majority gates. For instance, in order to advance
the fault-effect (D or D̄) from the location of the target fault
to a PO, it is necessary to sensitize every gate in the given path.

Definition 4 A path P in a network W is an ordered set of
lines (x1, x2, . . . , xp) such that if xi is an input to gate Gi,
then xi+1 is the output of gate Gi for i = 1, 2, . . . , p−1 [20].

To sensitize a path, every gate input along the path
needs to be placed on threshold as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. An example of a sensitized path.

It is clear from Fig. 6 that when a path is sensitized, every
node along that path is also being sensitized. Thus, for a
combinational majority circuit, C, any test set, V , that detects
all SSFs on the primary inputs and fanout branches detects
all SSFs in C [12]. This particular property is useful for fault
collapsing of majority circuits.

C. Testability Analysis

During the test pattern generation process, it is required
that the ATPG make decisions. In these instances, it is helpful
to use testability measures as a guide to make more intelligent
decisions, and thus avoid potential conflicts and backtracking.
In this work, a probability-based testability analysis technique
is considered. For a random input pattern, the following three
measures for each signal s in a combinational circuit can be
calculated:

1) C0(s) - probability-based 0-controllability of s

2) C1(s) - probability-based 1-controllability of s

3) O(s) - probability-based observability of s

In this work, only C0(s) and C1(s) - the probability of
controlling signal, s, to a 0 or 1 from a PI, respectively - are
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considered. All probabilities range from 0 to 1. The C0 and
C1 probabilities for every node in the circuit are initialized to
0.5 and are adjusted at the completion of each iteration of the
PODEM algorithm. For instance, consider the majority gate
shown in Fig. 7(a). All nodes are initially set to 0.5/0.5 (0-
controllability/1-controllability). Once input line A is set to a
logic 1, the controllability measures are updated to reflect that
change as shown in Fig. 7(b). Note, that for each signal, s, in
the circuit, C0(s) + C1(s) = 1.

A
B
C

Y

0.5/0.5
0.5/0.50.5/0.5

0.5/0.5

(a)

1
B
C

Y

0/1
0.25/0.750.5/0.5

0.5/0.5

(b)

Fig. 7. Calculating probability-based controllability measures. The 2-value
tuple v1/v2 of each line represents the signal’s 0-controllability (v1) and
1-controllability (v2).

D. High Level Overview

In [10], the author defines what is known as the D-frontier.
The D-frontier consists of all the gates in the circuit whose
output value is x (don’t care) and has a fault-effect (D or D̄)
at one or more of its inputs. The PODEM algorithm places
a D (or D̄) at the site of the target fault f and then tries to
propagate the D-frontier to a PO by making decisions only
at the PIs. If at any point the D-frontier becomes empty,
the algorithm must backtrack and try a different path. The
basic flow of the modified PODEM algorithm is illustrated
in Algorithms 1 and 2 [19]. According to the algorithm, the
search begins by picking an objective and backtracing from the
objective to a PI via the best path. The discussed controllability
measures are used here to determine which path is regarded as
the best. As the algorithm progresses, more PIs get assigned
logic values. If at any point the D-frontier becomes empty, the
backtracking mechanism proceeds by reversing the most recent
decision. If reversing the most recent decision also causes a
conflict, then the next most recent decision is reversed and so
on until either there is no longer a conflict or no more reversals
are possible. In the latter case, the fault is determined to be
undetectable.

Algorithm 1 PODEM-QCA(C, f ) [19]
1: initialize all gates to don’t cares;
2: D-frontier = ∅;
3: result = PODEM-QCA-Recursion(C);
4: if result == success then
5: print out values at the primary inputs;
6: else
7: print fault f is untestable
8: end if

The most important functions in PODEM-QCA-
Recursion() are the getObjective(), backtrace() and

Algorithm 2 PODEM-QCA-Recursion(C) [19]
1: if fault-effect is observed at a PO then
2: return (success);
3: end if
4: (g, v) = getObjective(C);
5: (pi, u) = backtrace(g, v);
6: logicSimulate and imply(pi, u);
7: result = PODEM-QCA-Recursion(C);
8: if result == success then
9: return (success);

10: end if
11: /* backtrack */
12: logicSimulate and imply(pi, ū);
13: result = PODEM-QCA-Recursion(C);
14: if result == success then
15: return (success);
16: end if
17: logicSimulate and imply(pi, x);
18: return (failure);

logicSimulate and imply() functions. The getObjective()
function returns the next objective that the ATPG should try
and justify. The first objective is always to set the line on
which the target fault resides to the opposite value of the
stuck value. Once the fault is excited, getObjective() chooses
the best fault effect in the D-frontier to propagate to a PO by
placing gates along that path on threshold. The algorithm for
getObjective() is shown in Algorithm 3 [19]. For a majority
gate, d, the non-controlling input of d is dependent on the
other input. For instance, suppose g1 and g2 are needed to
place gate d on threshold. If either g1 or g2 are specified (i.e.,
have been assigned a logic 0 or 1), then the other must be
set such that it is logically opposite to it.

Algorithm 3 getObjective(C) [19]
1: if fault is not excited then
2: return (g, v̄);
3: end if
4: d = gate in D-frontier;
5: g = an input of d whose input is x;
6: v = a non-controlling value of d;
7: return (g, v);

The backtrace() function takes in as its inputs, the gate and
logic value provided by the getObjective() function. It then
backtraces through a path of unjustified gates until it reaches
a PI and sets the value of that PI such that it will allow the
circuit to meet the desired objective. This algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 4 [19].

Algorithm 4 backtrace(g, v) [19]
1: i = g;
2: num inversions = 0;
3: while i 6= primary input do
4: i = an input of i whose value is x;
5: if i is an inverted gate type then
6: num inversions++;
7: end if
8: end while
9: if num inversions == odd then

10: v = v̄;
11: end if
12: return (i, v);

Lastly, the logicSimulate and imply() is a simple logic
simulation routine which also aims to derive any additional
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implications that may arise in order to enhance the getObjec-
tive() function.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our experimental results. Our
algorithm was implemented by extending the PODEM algo-
rithm such that it considers majority logic within its scope.
The algorithm amounted to roughly 700 lines of MATLAB
code. In addition, we developed a genetic algorithm similar to
the one described in [21] to statically fill-in the unspecified
bits in our resulting test set. This compaction algorithm
resulted in approximately an additional 500 lines of C++ code.
We ran our PODEM algorithm on 28 MCNC benchmark
circuits [22] which have been synthesized into multi-level
majority networks using the logic synthesis tool MALS [23].
Table II shows the number of test vectors generated for each
of the considered benchmark circuits when using both fixed
polarized cells and external inputs to implement the AND
and OR gates. The third column shows the results of the
SSF test set size generated using SAT in [12] which also
assumed fixed polarized cells to implement AND/OR gates.
The bolded entries in the table are those which either equal
or better the results reported in [12]. While the test set size is
considerably smaller for circuits implementing the AND/OR
gates using fixed polarized cells, the computational time for
the latter method was generally shorter in spite of the larger
fault list.

TABLE II
SIMULATION RESULTS

Benchmark External Inputs Fixed Cells SAT [12]
alu2 484 222 165
cht 104 98 24

cm138a 33 12 –
cm150a 74 28 35
cm151a 59 18 18
cm152a 31 10 18
cm162a 88 22 22
cm163a 69 22 24
cm42a 28 14 –
cm82a 24 11 12
cm85a 66 26 26
cmb 63 22 39

count 78 30 46
cu 86 20 31

decod 41 19 –
frg1 167 84 90
ldd 95 22 –

majority 12 7 –
mux 60 24 38
pcle 101 49 23

pcler8 234 60 41
pm1 89 37 –
sct 141 55 –

tcon 52 23 –
ttt2 237 112 43

unreg 85 37 24
x2 73 18 23

z4ml 45 26 15

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an extension to the existing
PODEM algorithm to make it applicable to some of the

emerging nanotechnologies including QCA, SET, and TPL.
We developed a probability-based controllability measure to
guide the decision making process and modified an existing
genetic algorithm designed for filling in the unspecified values
in the resulting test set generated by the ATPG. We tested
our PODEM algorithm on a set of MCNC benchmark circuits
when using both fixed polarized cells and external inputs to
implement the AND and OR gates. While test set sizes were
smaller when implementing the AND/OR gates using fixed
polarized cells, the computational time for the latter method
were generally shorter.

Interconnects are likely to consume the bulk of the chip area
in nanotechnologies such as QCA and as such, bridging faults
are also likely to occur. It is necessary to extend this work
to include those faults. Future work should also consider the
possibility of multiple stuck-at and bridging faults.
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